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                Hereâ€™s A Detailed Look Into The Mysterious Osiris Shaft Beneath The Pyramids Of Giza
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/quUtlWTB_dc?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1

If you travel to the Giza plateau, you should know that there are many incredible things to explore, in addition to the three main pyramids.

One such fantastic feature is the so-called Tomb of Osiris, or commonly referred to as the Osiris Shaft.

Located beneath the stone causeway...                
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                Infants found buried in Ecuador were wearing â€˜helmetsâ€™ made from other childrenâ€™s skulls
                
                    Archaeology                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    1                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/maaX8VvOOtQ?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1

Salango is located on the coast of central Ecuador, and archaeologists recently made an astonishing find there: Two infants who had been buried approximately 2,100 years ago wearing "helmets" made from the skulls of other children.

According to Live Science:
"The archaeologists who excavated the burials between 2014...                
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                My Preciousâ€”Ancient Ring That Inspired Tolkienâ€™s The Hobbit Found In The U.K.
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    The ring that inspired Tolkien in writing the trilogy of 'The Lord of the Rings' and 'The Hobbit', exists and has behind its steps a mysterious story full of curses dating from Roman times.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwJQnI-LVMo

During the Rule of the Roman Empire over Britain, elite citizens of the time flaunted their...                
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                A Message From The Gods? Hereâ€™s How Ancient Cultures Interpreted Solar Eclipses
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    Let's face it, seeing a solar eclipse is an unforgettable magical moment. ItÂ is also one of the most beautiful natural phenomena we can appreciate from Earth.

In today's society, we perfectly understand what occurs when a Solar Eclipseâ€”or Lunar Eclipseâ€”takes place.

However, thousands of years agoâ€”and perhaps even tens of thousands...                
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                Russia To Build Cloning Facility To Bring Back Extinct, Ancient Animals in Jurassic Park...
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    What could possibly go wrong?Â 

I've watched all of the movies from the Jurassic Park series and I just loved them. I mean, the movies have a perfect plot.

Imagine yourself stranded inside an abandoned Jurassic Park where countless Dinos are loose, running around waiting to eat you.

Better yet, imagine yourself...                
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                The Hopi Star Children Here to Restore a World Out of Balance
                
                    Ancient Aliens                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/rbRV2WdVNyI?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1







Many Native American tribes likeÂ the Hopi,Â Zuni, and Navajo believe extraterrestrial beings visited Earth. Often, we see depictions of Star Beings on ancient petroglyphs.Â 



Lesser known are the stories about Star Beings, who mated with human women, and the Star Children. After raising the children to the age...                
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                Who was Cleopatra
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When we hear the name Cleopatra, we think of a beautiful and alluring woman with a tragic story. But who was she? Cleopatra was the last active pharaoh of Ptolemaic Egypt and briefly survived as pharaoh by her son Caesarion. After her reign, Egypt became a province of the...                
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Cleopatra VII the queen of Egypt and one of the most famous women in history. Cleopatra rules over the prosperous Egyptian empire. She is beautiful, intelligent, and a master of manipulation. Every man she meets falls in love with her, including Julius Caesar and Mark Antony.



Over time, Cleopatra's ambitions...                
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Cleopatra, the Queen of Egypt, was one of the most renowned figures of her time. She was a beautiful, intelligent, and charismatic personality that used her power and influence to shape the course of history. However, her appearance and looks are still a mystery to the world as there...                
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            Written in Stone: The Inga Stoneâ€”an ancient monument depicting a rare...
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            30 bewildering facts about Akhenatenâ€”ancient Egyptâ€™s most controversial Pharaoh
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            Did the Smithsonian cover up an Ancient Egyptian Colony in the...
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            New study reveals what brought down the powerful Assyrian empire
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                9-foot tall Aliens boarded NASAâ€™s Space Shuttle in orbit claims former NASA employee
                
                    Conspiracy                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 20, 2024                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/OibqdwHyZxk?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1

"A strange, triangular craft surrounded by a hazy field hovered behind the open bay doors of the space shuttle while an alien being interacted with two NASA astronauts. It was a tall creature, about 8 to 9 feet tall. It had a humanoid body shape with...                
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                The Nazi Antarctic Fortress: Base 211 and Operation Highjump
                
                    Conspiracy                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 19, 2024                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/H9PAxAK6fBk?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1

During the Second World War, the Nazi's carried out a number of strange experiments with alleged technologies unknown to the rest of the world in their attempt to rule the world.

They searched the planet for mythical artifacts and otherworldly technology hoping to come across a supreme...                
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                10,000-year-old underwater structures at Lake MacDonald point to a long-lost civilization
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 19, 2024                    0                


                
                    

The enigmatic 10,000-year-old underwater structures beneath Lake MacDonald are considered by many as the definitive evidence of a long-lost civilization that inhabited the region before the last Ice Age.







There is evidence of lost ancient cultures all around the globe. Proof of such cultures was found beneath Lake MacDonald when...                
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                FBI releases document with detail of Alien bodies, spacecraft and planet
                
                    Conspiracy                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 18, 2024                    0                


                
                    

The Document declassified by the FBI states: "...Part of the disks carry crews, others are under remote control, and the bodies of the visitors, and the craft also,Â automaticallyÂ materialize on entering the vibratory rate of our dense matter..."



Numerous government around the world are slowly coping with the idea that the...                
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                10 Extremely Rare, Ancient Images of Teotihuacan
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 18, 2024                    0                


                
                    Teotihuacan is without a doubt one of the most impressive ancient site son the planet. Located in modern-day Mexico, Teotihuacan is a city of thousands of years and thousands of legends. Like many other ancient sites around the globe, Teotihuacan too is the result of extensive restorative efforts that...                
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                Researchers in Bolivia find two skeletons with abnormally elongated skulls
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 17, 2024                    0                


                
                    

Researchers in BoliviaÂ have found a number of skeletons in Bolivia. Two of them are of extreme interest since they display anomalous cranial deformation: freakishly large, elongated skulls. 
According to researchers one of the skeletons had an elongated head that exceeds the proportions of an artificial cranial deformation, raising the...                
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                Ancient Hopi: The Hollow Earth, Flying shields and Ant-like Gods exist
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 17, 2024                    0                


                
                    

Not only did the ancient Hopi believe their Gods inhabited the inner parts of the Earth, they depicted mysterious Ant-like beings and flying shields thousands of years ago. Interestingly, their legends also speak of a great flood which is a clear parallel to ancient Sumerian legends of the Great...                
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                Massive, 12,000-Year-Old Underground Tunnels Stretch From Scotland To Turkey
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 16, 2024                    1                


                
                    There are countless, extremely ancient underground tunnels and chambers that stretch across the European Continent. These massive, 12-000-year-old underground tunnelsÂ are the product of ancient man which was far more advanced and knowledgeable than what mainstream scholarsÂ are willing to accept. 

Are these tunnels the ultimate evidence of a lost culture...                
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                Ancient Egyptians had electricty and batteries thousands of years ago
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 16, 2024                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/dR2EsV4yGf8?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1



Whether or not ancient Egyptians had access to advanced technologies that allowed them to use batteries and electricity thousands of years ago is something firmly debated â€“and considered ludicrous by many archaeologists around the globe. However, there seem to be numerous pieces of evidence which suggest...                
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                The Ica Stones: 20 fascinating, rare images of the controversial stones
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 15, 2024                    0                


                
                    The mysterious Ica Stones depict a wide number of scenes: From dinosaurs attacking human beings to traces of advanced technology, medical operations, maps and erotic scenes.

While there certainly is a note of ambiguity which ultimately leaves room for different interpretations of the stones, these artifacts are the ultimate proof...                
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Ancient Code is a website founded in 2012 that covers articles and scientific discoveries that help understand humanityâ€™s past, present, and future.
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